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Disclosures

• I am not a technical expert
• All images are AI generated 

(unless indicated otherwise)



Learning objectives

• Define generative artificial intelligence, language models, and 
chatbots 

• Describe promising use cases for language models to improve 
workflows in clinical medicine 

• Describe limitations of current language models that make them 
poorly suited for some tasks in medicine 



“[I]n the not-too-distant future the 
physician and the computer will 
engage in frequent dialogue, the 
computer … alerting the physician to 
the most probable diagnoses and 
suggesting the appropriate, safest 
course of action…

wartz WB. Medicine and the Computer. NEJM. 1970;283(23):1257-64

Because the computer has a large 
potential role as tomorrow’s 
“consultant”, physicians engaged in 
consulting activities … will be much 
less in demand if interactive 
programs… can give prompt and 
expert counsel on the full range of 
problems encountered in clinical 
medicine.”



Cartoon by Dr Nathan Gray



“I think [ChatGPT] will be 
more important to doctors 
than the stethoscope was in 
the past… 
No physician who practices 
high-quality medicine will do 
so without accessing 
ChatGPT or other forms of 
generative AI.” 

Robert Pearl MD
Professor, Stanford
Former CEO, Kaiser Permanente



"I see no potential for it in medicine”

Emily Bender PhD
Professor and Director of the Computational Linguistics Lab
Department of Linguistics, University of Washington



What is AI?

• AI is a field of computer science that 
creates machines that can perform 
tasks that typically require human 
intelligence 

• Machine learning trains machines by 
feeding them data and using statistical 
algorithms to identify patterns & make 
predictions

• Deep learning trains neural networks
to recognize complex patterns in data



Generative AI

a subset of AI that 
involves generating 
new data, such as 
images, videos, or 
text, using deep 
learning algorithms.



Language models

AI systems designed to 
understand and generate 
human language 



Chatbots

AI systems designed to 
simulate human conversation 
through text or speech 
interactions. 

They use natural language 
processing to understand 
user input and provide 
appropriate responses.



ChatGPT

• an AI product that uses 
natural language 
processing to generate 
human-like text

• GPT = Generative Pre-
trained Transformer

• Within 2 months it 
amassed 100 million users







LLMs can pass 
the USMLE







What information 
is used to train it?

GPT-3 was trained on 175 billion 
parameters

570GB of datasets
- web pages
- OA books
- Other…

GPT-4 is trained on a (purportedly) even 
larger dataset



Medical Domain-
Trained LLMs

• MedPaLM 1 & 2
• BioGPT



How Intelligent is AI?

“… haphazardly stitching 
together sequences of 
[words]… according to 
probabilistic information about 
how they combine, but without 
any reference to meaning”

Large language models like 
ChatGPT are “Stochastic parrots”

Bender, E. M., et al. (2021). On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be Too Big? 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3442188.3445922

https://doi.org/10.1145/3442188.3445922


"It isn't a machine that knows things. 
All it knows is the information 
about the distribution of words."

Emily Bender PhD
Professor
Director, Computational Linguistics Lab
Department of Linguistics
University of Washington







Singhal et al. 2023 arXiv:2305.09617



In a pairwise ranking study on 1066 consumer medical questions, Med-PaLM 2 answers 
were preferred over physician answers by a panel of physicians across 8/9 axes

Singhal et al. 2023 arXiv:2305.09617





Virtual scribe



Medical Record Summarization



Pre-authorization 
requests

write a pre-authorization letter to Aetna Insurance for patient Jane Smith (DOB 
01/01/1980) for isavuconazole for pulmonary aspergillosis. She has a history of skin 
cancer so we don't want to use voriconazole. She is also on tacrolimus, so we'd like to 
avoid DDI. 






Patient 
Communication













Ayers et al. JAMA Intern Med. 2023. doi:10.1001/jamainternmed.2023.1838



New York Times, June 12, 20

“Draw a robot teaching a doctor how to treat patients with empathy. charcoal. emotional”





Research






















“Draw a moving target”. DALL E 2



“Draw a hallucination inspired by Salvador Dali”. DALL E 3










≥5 weeks

1-2 weeks

Boulware, D. R., et al 2014. Timing of antiretroviral therapy after diagnosis of cryptococcal meningitis. NEJM, 362(24), 2271-2281.



Maillard et al. Clin Infect Dis, 2023 ciad632



Maillard et al. Clin Infect Dis, 2023 ciad632



Linfield R & Parsonnet J. Open Forum Infect Dis 2023; 10 (Supplement_2), ofad500.409



Can the problem of 
hallucinations be fixed?



“The presence of automated cues 
appears to diminish the likelihood 
that decision makers will either put 
forth the cognitive effort to seek 
out other diagnostic information or 
process all available information in 
cognitively complex ways”

Skitka LJ, Mosier KL, Burdick M. International Journal of Human-Computer Studies. 1999;51(5):991-1006

Automation Bias









“Draw a doctor” DALL E 2



“Draw a nurse”. DALL E 2



“Draw a pharmacist”. DALL E 2



“Draw a Criminal”



“Draw a metal orobouros”









Confabulations

Helps with menial tasks Can brainstorm diagnoses

Misinformation

Perpetuation of Biases

Atrophy of skills

Copyright 
infringement

Customizable tutor

Erosion of human interaction

Environmental impact (Carbon emissions, 
water/energy use, rare metal mining, etc)

Displacement of 
workforce 

An inscrutable agent 
involved in grave 
scenarios with little 
room for error

Writes punny talk titles 
and pithy tweets

Privacy concerns



Gartner Hype Cycle 





Considering the rapid 
improvement of this 
technology, increasing calls 
for clinical integration, and 
healthcare systems that 
chronically undervalue 
cognitive specialties, it is 
imperative for ID physicians 
to unequivocally establish 
the irreplaceable value of 
human specialists



Conclusions

• LLMs will be integrated into healthcare, 
and will be widely used by clinicians, 
students, and patients
• They cannot replace clinicians, but they 
can replace/augment some of our most 
menial and burdensome tasks
• It is critical to engage with LLMs to 
become familiar with their functionality 
and limitations to advocate for how they 
are (not) used



Schwartz IS, Link KE, Daneshjou R, Cortes-Penfield N. 
Black box warning: large language models and the 
future of infectious diseases consultation. 
Clin Infect Dis 2023  ciad633



DALL E 3

DALL E 2

Prompt: Draw Larry David saying “pretty good”



Wong et al, Nature 2023. 10.1038/s41586-023-06887-8



“Applications that aim to 
believably mimic humans 
bring risk of extreme harms” 

Bender, E. M., et al. (2021). On the Dangers of 
Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be 

Too Big? https://doi.org/10.1145/3442188.3445922

https://doi.org/10.1145/3442188.3445922


Bernard Parker, left, was rated high risk; Dylan Fugett was 
rated low risk. (Josh Ritchie for ProPublica) 

Image Not AI

ProPublica



Obermeyer et al Science 2019. 366(6464):477-452



Alinechev et al https://doi.org/10.1016/S2214-109X(23)00329-7

“Black African doctor is helping poor and sick White children, photojournalism”. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/S2214-109X(23)00329-7




Kanjee Z et al. JAMA 2023:330(1):78-80



Clusmann J et al. Commun Med 2023. 3:141



Lee P et al. NEJM 2023; 388(13)1233-9 









World Health Organization. Guidelines for the diagnosis, prevention and management of cryptococcal 
disease in HIV-infected adults, adolescents and children. Geneva, Switzerland: World Health 
Organization; 2018. 



Schwartz et al, Clin Infect Dis 2023 (in revision)                 Figure by Katie Link (not AI)



Schwartz et al, Clin Infect Dis 2023 (in revision)                 Figure by Katie Link (not AI)



Schwartz et al, Clin Infect Dis 2023 (in revision)                 Figure by Katie Link (not AI)
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